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Application Number 22/01340/OUT

Location Os Parcel 6124 East Of Baynards Green Farm Street To Horwell Farm Baynards Green

Proposal Application for outline planning permission (all matters reserved except means of access
(not internal roads) from b4100) for the erection of buildings comprising logistics (use class
b8) and ancillary offices (use class e(g)(i)) floorspace; energy centre, hgv parking,
construction of new site access from the b4100; creation of internal roads and access
routes; hard and soft landscaping; the construction of parking and servicing areas;
substations and other associated infrastructure.

Case Officer David Lowin  
 

Organisation
Name Kelly Holden-White

Address 6 The Close,Stoke Lyne,Bicester,OX27 8RZ

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments As a homeowner in Stoke Lyne, I object in the strongest possible terms due to the following
reasons: I have a family of five, including three teenage children, all of who enjoy walking
and exercising in our local countryside and our quality of life will be severely diminished by
this project in terms of view, noise, emissions, traffic congestion and impact on the night
sky. The proposal is not consistent with the Cherwell District Council local plan whereby local
brown belt land would be considered ahead of this beautiful, unspoilt green belt land
currently farmed and unspoilt. This proposal should also be considered alongside the other
planning applications currently in the preparation stage by Albion. There is also application
for large urban expansion at Bucknell and such development, when considered alongside
Bicester having been subject to heavy logistics development to the south at 'Bicester
Gateway', to the east at 'Symmetry Park Bicester M40 J9' and to the north east at Axis
Junction 9. Older developments which have been extended include outlets at Charbridge
Lane, Telford Road and Launton Road. When all of these developments are considered in
union, Bicester and the surrounding area has already delivered on a substantial development
plan and improvements made to infrastructure to provide for these developments are
already buckling under the pressure. Decisions to transform countryside into industry and
urbanisation must not be taken lightly. The proposed site for the Tritax Symmetry proposal is
greenbelt land and was previously deemed unsuitable for such development. It would have a
significant impact on the ecology and biodiversity of wildlife and habitat in what is currently
unspoilt and farmed countryside and flood risk would be inevitable if such enormous sites
were developed in proximity to each other. Previous planning application for similar
development of this area were dismissed on appeal (18/00672/OUT) and the criteria in
dismissing the plans at that time still apply. I believe that The Woodland Trust were not
consulted in regards to the proximity to Stoke Woods, a medieval coppice, very popular with
dog walkers and families who escape the town and find an unspoilt pocket of countryside.
There are also a number of listed buildings within Stoke Lyne and Bainton Parish, namely St
Peter's Church in Stoke Lyne. Also, a number of dwellings within close proximity to the site
have not been included in the maps supplied on the Tritax site. The application was flawed in
not considering these important points. This proposal would ruin a beautiful community by
turning green belt land into a brightly lit, noisy, concrete, tarmac and steel jungle - an
unacceptable impact on the landscape and environment, the tranquillity of the country side
and mental health of residents and visitors in need of a bit of calm.
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